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ABSTRACT

We develop generalized mathematical expressions for time and space variations of peak
electron densities of the ionospheric D,E,Fl and F2 layers as well as corresponding variations
in the altitudes of the electron density peaks in each of these layers. On the basis of the Chapman
characteristics of the E and F l layers and other techniques, a generalized expression is developed
for the electron density height profile of each of the four ionospheric layers. Consequently a gen-
eralized mathematical expression is developed for the entire electron density height profile of the
whole ionosphere as a function of time, latitude and longitude. The latter mathematical expression
may be used to compute or predict ionospheric parameters associated with radio and satellite com-
munications. Finally we show that some well documented equations on ionospheric parameters are
simplified (or approximated) versions of some of our mathematical expressions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Much interest has been invested in the search for analytical relationships between iono-
spheric parameters and solar activity as judged from corresponding number R of sunspots (see,
for example, King and Newman, 1967; Akasofu and Chapman, 1972; Risbeth, 1974; Bruzek and
Durrant, 1977; Dominici and Zolesi, 1987; Zolesi et al., 1989; Kohata et al., 1990). According to
Akasofu and Chapman (1972), the E-region peak electron density Nms may be expressed in terms
of R and solar zenith angle A as follows:

0.008R) cos A] 1 / 2
(1)

where NmE is given in electrons per cm3. Besides, Risbeth (1974) showed that the Fl-region peak
electron density NmFi and the F2-region peak electron density Nmpt may be expressed in terms
of R as follows:

™ l / i (2)

and

(3)

where the densitites are given in electrons per m3. Despite extensive search through the open
literature, the author has not come across analytical expressions linking R to the D-region peak
electron density NmD or any of the altitudes hmn and hmp] at which electron density maximizes
in the B and F l regions, respectively. However, significant influences of solar activity (and hence
R) over parameters hmE, hmFi, NmD and even the altitudes of the D and F2 regions have been
reported (Bruzek and Durrant, 1977).

In this paper, we develop generalized expressions for NmD, NmB, Nmpi, NmFi ,hmB and
hmFi under equilibrium conditions as functions of time t, latitude <j>, longitude 6, solar activity and
other factors. We subsequently show that under some simplifying assumptions, our expressions
for NmB, NmFi and Nmpi are reduced to equations of the same forms as Eqs.(l),(2) and (3),
respectively.

2. ANALYSIS

It can be shown (see, for example, Narcisi, 1971; Ratcliffe, 1972; Landmark, 1973; McE-
wan and Phillips, 1975), that, under equilibrium conditions NnD,^mB, JVmFi and NmF2 are given
as
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and
1.3 x 10-
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where T is the neutral temperature at the peak electron density location of the region involved,
Te is electron temperature at the position of the peak electron density in the region involved, C\
is an electron-ion recombination coefficient, Ci is an ion-ion recombination coefficient, Go is an
ion-atom rearrangement coefficient, qv is the maximum electron production rate for A = 0 (i.e.
for overhead sun) in the y-layer under certain reference conditions where y stands for D,E,F\
or F 2 , PM is a two-atom molecule such that each of P and M represents an oxygen atom or a
nitrogen atom, and

^ -

where [PM] is the density of molecular PM gas, and J is a rate coefficient for photo-detachment.
If we represent an electron bye and a positive ion by X *, the reactions associated with coefficients
J, Go, G\ and Oi are then of the forms given, respectively, as follows:
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where NB is a negative ion and JVn is its (electrically) neutralized form. Over the whole of the
F2-region, PM represents molecular nitrogen, that is, PM = JV2 (Rishbeth, 1974; Wayne, 1985).
Now since the ion temperature T,- is approximately equal to the corresponding T for altitudes up to
~ 400 kilometres (Giraud and Petit, 1975), we may approximate the coefficient Go (Torr and Torr,
1979) to a constant (say Co) under the normal equilibrium conditions in the ionosphere.

We can reasonably assume that the mean molecular weight in the D-region is fairly con-
stant and that neutral temperature is independent of height in the region. Then since the acceleration
due to gravity g varies slowly with altitude, [O2] in Eq.(8) at temperature T may be given in terms
of its value [O2]o at some reference temperature To and height ho as

(10)

where uo = jThtQzlo- Similar treatment of [PM] = [Ni] in the F2-region as given in Eq.(7)
yields

^ ( I D

where ur = Tr[Ni]r and the subscript r in [JV2],. refers to some reference height h, at some
reference temperature TT. Now a combination of Eqs.(7) and (11) yields

Vmj?2
cos A)T

Co«r
(12)

In the U-region C\ is of the same order of magnitude as Ch. (Ratcliffe, 1972), and since C\ is equal
to4 x 1 0 - 1 2 ( ^ ) 0 7 according to McE wan and Phillips (1975), we may rewrite Eq.(4) as

2 x 1O-S(3OO)°-35(1 + V)

where
A' = ["0(4-2 x!0-27)1 F

(13)

(14)

The photodetachment coefficient J has a value which somehow varies with the photon energy
involved in the photodetachment of mostly the 02~ ions in the D-region (Ratcliffe, 1972; McEwan
and Phillips, 1975).

For the whole of the D and E regions, we can generally apply the approximation T = T,
(Narcisi, 1971). This approximation may also be applied to the .F-region during the night (Giraud
and Petit, 1978), but at day-time Tc > T in the F-region. On this basis, we may relate Te and T
for the Fl-region as follows

(15)

where function I( t , <j>, 8) is non-zero only during the day and that \I(t, <t>,9)\ < 1, and 9 is longi-
tude. Then a combination of Eqs.(6) and (15) yields

N™F' - 1 1.3x10-4 (16)

It can be shown (Njau, 1989a; 1989b; 1989c; 1989d; 1990a; 1990b) that the neutral
temperature T at the position of electron density peak in an ionospheric x-layer (where x stands
for D, E, Fl or F2) for 0 < t < L at any location on the Earth takes the following mathematical
form whose starting spectral phases at t = 0 are chosen to ensure appropriate continuity at this
particular point in time:



for $ < 65 ° north or south of the equator, and

(18)
for <$> > 65° north or south of the equator such that the terms used in Eqs.(17) and (18) are defined
as follows. For <j> = 0, Fi (t\ 4>) where t = t + £ has been discussed in details by Njau (1989a;
1990a). Quite generally, F\(i!,$) is given as

(19)

where B = 24 hours, uoi = 2w radians per (24-hour) day, At is a latitude-dependent term, Vs =
j - + ̂  sin W,T.' , A, and u, denote the amplitude and angular frequency, respectively, of the seasonal
influence on the sunrise-sunset duration, ax is the constant component of solar energy incident
on the Earth's surface below, /* is the *'* variable component of solar energy incident onto the
z-layer, fk is the kth variable component of solar energy incident on the Earth's surface below,
Qim.^ira.ckm and dom (for m > 1) are location-dependent parameters, Px is a constant for a
given location, N is the total number of variable components in extraterrestrial solar energy, ft =
<t>+ %, Tj = (24)(60)(60), cr = (365 • 25) (12) (60) (60), ax and bx are constants that are weakly
dependent on the average (tropospheric) cloudiness at the place involved,

Y(t',L) = T sin(3uO2t') + j (20)

such that
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where t" = t+ $;+*£, H = 2 i r*^ ^ ' t P, = | s , A;̂  is a latitude-dependent parameter, and <j>0 is
the value of 4> at which A, = j- 5 . The constraint attached to the use of <j>' is that this parameter is 0
at the south pole and IT at the north pole, that is, when <j> is used to evaluate ft it (i.e. ^) is taken as
being positive north of the equator and negative south of the equator. Clearly parameter tfoj or d\\

represent [l-(corresponding albedo)]. In order to take into consideration the poleward transport of
energy dot and du are replaced in Eqs.(17) and (18) respectively, by doR and d\R such that: For

45° <4>'< 135°,

and for

25°<<£'<45°, and

sin

= dm+ G sin 2(4>' + —)

(22)

(23)

where

and

Q
Total energy transported poleward from an equatorial location
Total solar energy correspondingly absorbed at that location

Q(Maximum solar energy absorbed at latitude 0°)
Maximum solar energy absorbed at latitude <j>'

Finally parameter d\R is given as

dm = du + £ sin 2( (ft + —) (24)

The parameters ax and bx in Eqs. (17) and (18) have been absorbed into our formulation partly on
the basis of the realization by Reid (1977) that the infrared radiation escaping upwards out of the
lower atmosphere is equal to {Ca + CtT,,} where Ca and C\, are constants and TM is the surface
temperature. Note that for k = 1 to N the /* and fk represent effects due to the seasonal cycle,
the 27-day solar rotation cycle, sunspot cycles at periods ~ 11 years, 35-40 years, 80-90 years,
~ 180 years, ... etc., and the Milankovitch oscillations at periods ~ 19000 years, ~ 23000 years,
~ 41000 years and ~ 100000 years. As implied in Eqs.(17) and (18), the terrestrial radiation
proceeding upwards from the lower atmosphere is partly absorbed into the ionosphere and the
degree of the absorption decreases as the temperature T of the latter increases (Njau, 1989d). The
ionosphere, in turn, acts as a variable bandpass filter for incident visible solar radiation, increasing
its transmission coefficient as the intensity of incident solar radiation increases and hence leading to
nonlinear (stochastic) amplification of changes in extraterrestrial solar radiation. This realization,
which leads to a "three-halves power law" relationship between changes in extraterrestrial solar
radiation and corresponding changes in the solar radiation reaching the lower atmosphere appears
to be one of the vital clues towards greater understanding of solar-terrestrial relationships (Njau,
1989a; 1990b).

We can now obtain generalized expressions for Nmn,NmB,NmFi andAU^i fromEqs.(13),
(5), (16) and (12), respectively, by substituting for T in each of these equations the right-hand side
of Eq.(17) or Eq.(18), whichever is appropriate. We shall come back to this point later on. On the
basis of the information at our disposal, we can express the electron density profiles NB and NF1

of the Chapman type E-layer and Fl layer, respectively, as follows:

*, - exp(-2,.)sec A]
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and

Nm = NmFi exp[ I - zf — exp( — zf) sec A ] (26)

where zt and zf are given in terms of altitude h and temperature T (see Eqs.(17) and (18)) as

h — hmE h — hmF\ k . k

e\T ' faiT ' mtg' f/ff

g is acceleration due to gravity, k is Boltzmann constant, mt is mean molecular mass in the E-

region, and m/ is the mean particle mass in the Fl-region, Furthermore, if [rjj] and trif] represent

concentrations of the neutral gas in the E-region and Fl-region, respectively, and if subscript r

denotes some reference altitude, then

hmE = A)

and

where Cc and Cf are absorption cross-section terms.

A)

(27)

(28)

The electron density profiles Nn and JV>2 for the D-region and F2-region, respectively,

used in this analysis are those given by Datta et al., (1983) and Gurevich, (1978) as follows:

ND (29)

and

- l^r) Y for Wf

= 0 for (30)\z'\ > Wf

where hi = h — hmD,z' = h — hmpz> Wf is the "half thickness" of the parabolic layer described by

Eq.(30), hmFi is the height of the electron density peak in the F2-layer, and pn (for n = 0, 1,2, 3)

are constants for a given location. Two additional things should be mentioned regarding Eq.(30).

Firstly parameter Wf is positively related to temperature T (Rishbeth, 1974) so that we may write

Wf = f2oT + fio (31)

where f2o and /30 are constants. Secondly, since for quite some distance above the F2-region peak

the electron density height profile is exponential (Ratcliffe, 1972; Beer, 1976), an extended version

of Eq.(30) may be written as

= NmF2 exp f -

= 0 for ^ ' < - ( / 2 o ^ + / 3 o )
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(32)
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where /40 and /30 are constants. Parameter Wf is chosen such that \t'\ < Wf at the altitude of

electron density minimum or turning point separating the F2-iayer from the adjoining layer below.

An extensive analysis of electron density height profiles available in the literature (e.g.

Banks and Kocharts, 1973; McEwan and Phillips, 1975; Parker, 1980; Wayne, 1985; etc.) has

shown that the electron density minimum or turning point between any two adjacent ionospheric

layers (say, i-layer and JI-layer) is such that its distance RXOSI from the altitude hmz of the x-layer

electron density peak is given generally as

Rxay — (33)

So far we have expressions for hmE,hmF\, NmD,NmE,NmP\ and NmF2. If the electron density

minimum or turning point between the x -layer and the y-layer is at a heigh t Sxv, then it is clear that

the electron density profiles of these two layers should be equal at h = SX1I. Thus

(34)

(at h=SIV)

Since Sxv may be simply expressed as a function of either FU^ and hmx or Rxol/ and hm]), the

simultaneous Eqs.(33) and (34) may be used to solve for the only two unknowns, that is, Rxoy and

hmlc or Rxov and hmy. In this way, not only that expressions for hmD and hmpE c a n be obtained.

but also expressions for SDE> £EFI an<i Spiri may be obtained as well. Critical frequencies for

the D, E,Fl and F2 layers are equal, respectively, to the Go NH£, €1 N]H, €2 JV^i a n d

€3 N^jri and hence their generalized expressions may easily be derived from Eqs.(5),(12),(13)

and (16). In this case, £0, 61, £2 and €3 are constants.

A synthesis of the preceding analysis leads to an expres sion for the electron den sity profile

JVj over the whole ionosphere as a function of time t, longitude 6, latitude </>, altitude h and a time-

length parameter L. This expression is given as

o + P l h d + [nh\ + p3/ij]

for h < SDE

mEexp[l -*e-exp(-ze)sec A]

for SDE <h< SEF\

mFi exp[l - if - exp(-i/)secA]

for SEFI < h <

(35)

• NmF2 I 1 - ( TFT) ) I ft*1" $FIF1 <h< hmFl + H F 2 0 . F 1

•*• NmF2 exp ( - ~ _ . ] for h > hmP2 + RF2BF)



where for a constant -y,I{t, $, 6) is approximately equal to either ^F\(t + J j , <t>) for <£ < 65°
or ^Fi(t + 1^ + S^'t4l) ^or ^ -* ^ ° g ^ generalized expression for total electron content may
be obtained from Eq.(35) through integration. Our analysis does not apparently take into account
direct effects of ionospheric neutral winds. However, these winds may be estimated from horizontal
gradients in T and their possible influence incorporated into the electron density expressions. This
would improve and explain further the diumal variations as well as the influence of declination that
are expected to characterize the latter (Giraud and Petit, 1978).

A simple way of checking the appropriatenes s of our formulations is to find out whether
the relevant expressions found in the standard literature are special (or approximated) versions of
the former. To this end, the following observations may be made on the basis of our analysis. Firstly
if we restrict ourselves to a specific location (at a fixed latitude angle A and longitude) and employ
the approximations Px RJ 0, J RS constant, Fi f» constant, F2 & constant, Y^M fit ** fx(R)
where / s ( R) is a function that represents the effects due to solar activity and the subscript x denotes
the particular ionospherical layer involved, fx(R) fa (constant)R as has been done by Henderson
(1977) for R < 160, and restrict ourselves only to the first-order terms (for which m = 1) on the
right-hand sides of Eqs.(17) and (18), then Eqs. (5), (16) and (12) simplify, respectively, into the
forms:

NmE ft* (constant) {[1+ (constant)R] cosA}1/2 (36)

NmFi ft* (constantsl + (constant)fl]1/2 (37)

and

NmFz « (constant)P + (constant)it] (38)

Obviously, Eqs.(36), (37) and (38) are equivalent to the standard Eqs.(l),(2) and (3) respectively.
Secondly, under the approximations given above, Eqs.(27) and (28) simplify respectively into the
forms

fimB w (constant) + (constant)R (39)

and
hmFi fa (constant) + (constant)R (40)

Interestingly both Eqs.(39) and (40) are in identical form to that obtained for virtual height h'F
over Rome by Dominici and Zolesi (1987), the latter being given as

(41)

whre b and a are constants. Besides, Dominici and Zolesi (1987) noted linear correlations between
virtual heights h'E and h'Fl and R of the form shown by Eq.(41) for h'F.

3. CONCLUSION

We have presented a step-by-step development of a generalized expression for the elec-
tron density height profile of the whole ionosphere as a function of time, latitude and longitude.

This expression is given by Eq.(35). We have also shown that some mathematical expressions for

NmE,NmF\ and Nmn given in the literature are simplified versions of some of the generalized

expressions developed in the text. Finally it has been shown that expressions for virtual heights
h'E, h'F and h'Fl over Rome deduced from radio soundings are generally identical in form to

simplified versions of the generalized expressions for ftmE and hmm developed in the text.
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